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 87 Beyer,  6 1/4 Thoro-Graph, 10 1/4 Ragozin

Lightly raced: on the board In 4 of 6 starts

Competitive on NYRA Circuit

DRF PPs

ORCHESTRATION
Flatter - Jazz Flute, by Unbridled's Song

PASSPORT

Selling Thursday, November 17 
in Barns 39 & 40

HIP 5133

The consistent ORCHESTRATION comes to the sale off a narrow defeat in an N1X at the
Belmont at Aqueduct meet where he was only beaten 3/4 of a length after coming home
quickest of all. He was 2nd beaten a neck two races back behind next out winner
Shawdyshawdyshawdy after finishing 2nd again, beaten just a length in his 2022 debut.
He's only run poorly once, in a race that was run over a rain-softened turf course where he had
a brutal trip, getting stopped on numerous occasions in upper stretch. Orchestration has
been at Blackwood since his last start where he has been kept In light training In the lead-up to
the sale. 

Last Race: 10/21/22 - N1X @ AQU
Finish:  4th
Trainer: Chad Brown
Conditions Left: N1X 
Preferred Surface: Turf

OVERVIEW

Orchestration breaks his maiden by 3 1/2 lengths In Saratoga.ANALYSIS



SHEETS

LOOKING AHEAD

THOROMANAGER

ORCHESTRATION
Flatter - Jazz Flute HIP 5133 

ORCHESTRATION has earned stakes quality sheet numbers, yet he is still N1X-
eligible. Having competed throughout his career on the difficult NYRA
circuit, ORCHESTRATION should be competitive in any jurisdiction that he
ends up in. He has also shown the ability to run well from 1 1/16 miles to 1 3/8
miles, which opens up many options for him going forward. 

On both Thoro-Graph and Ragozin, ORCHESTRATION has taken a step forward
from this year, with each of the numbers he has run this year being faster than
any number he earned last year. His last two numbers of 10 1/4 and 11 1/2,
both earned over 1 3/8 miles, reflect stakes quality numbers, evidenced by
the fact that Highland Chief earned an 11 Ragozin in his win in the 1 1/2
mile G3 Sycamore at Keeneland, with Masteroffoxhounds earning that same
number when winning the G2 John Henry over 1 1/4 miles.

Please let us know if you need any further information.


